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Dear Readers, Friends and Supporters of this Theme,
This book reveals new perspectives and, as many say, needed experiences  of the 
national topic. It first turns to Germany, as this country is a remarkable example due to its 
soul history - for better and for worse. However, the overarching message of the book is 
addressed to all nations. An English edition has been requested by a large number of 
people who feel that all insights and real solutions to this topic are dearly needed now.
The English edition will be an enlargement of the present German version. It shall contain 
some of the present book sections related to Germany, and include unpublished case 
studies of  additional countries from the extensive original manuscript. Other themes from 
the manuscript shall also be included, such as the contributing role of artists and integral 
politicial leaders to the process of  transformation for their nations. Finally, this English 
edition shall have a brief summary of Soleil and Wolfgang's discoveries in giving 
workshops and participating in conferences with representatives from over 22 nations.
However, the English book version can only be realized with your support! The required 
processing and translation will amount to about $4000-5000 or Euro. My goal is to have 
the funds by September 2015 and to have finished the editing and translation in the first 
quarter of  2016. 
There are  non-profit organizations in both Germany and the USA that will issue tax 
deductible certificates for donations to this project. (see below). The English version has a 
good chance for publication because the German publisher of the book is connected 
worldwide and will help promote the book to English publishing houses.
I cordially invite you to contribute  $20, $100 or $500  or Euro, or whatever amount you 
feel for the  dissemination of this new vision! 
Below you can find a brief on the context and content of the present book and its coming 
expanded English version.
Thank you very much!
Wolfgang J. Aurose 



Core Theses of the Book
• Nations have an underlying evolving essence and purpose for being in the grand scheme of 

evolution. Individuals do as well. This can be called the embodied soul, or to use Sri 
Aurobindo's term the psychic being.

• Nations are gaining a Self-consciousness of their purpose and genius, similar to 
people.This is part of the integral paradigm which is emerging today and allows the 
synthesis and integration of rational and mystic experiences of nations and the world.

• In this light, the inner dimension of the Nazi madness is understood  as a completely 
derailed attempt of  self-realization of the German soul nation. This was an attempt of the 
rational and mystic integration which went horribly wrong.
After the disaster, Germany went through a  cathartic process. 

• In their respective countries, healing and integration work needs to continue for both the 
Jewish Germans, as well as for the Native Americans. Germans and Americans need to 
become aware of the true place of these ethnic and cultural groups in the psychic (soul) 
identity of their nation. These two groups, which were almost destroyed through genocides, 
are, each in a different way, essential components of the culture and development of their 
countries .

• This process of re-integration of split psychic or soul parts, which more or less is necessary 
for all nations, can be accomplished by admitting  the past and collective process work.  It 
can also be enhanced by meaningful artistic displays, plays, film, and political gestures. 
There are impressive examples given in the book which stand as worldwide models.

• Beyond  the collective transformation processes the individual plays a co-evolutionary key 
role today. Applying the practice of conscious integration and shadow clearing of one's own 
cultural upbringing, each  member of a nation can have a profound influence on the 
"psychic quantum field" of one's country,  which one shares in.

• When a sufficient amount of this healing, integration, and awareness work is done, then for 
the first time a sustainable global identity will come into focus. A planetary culture with 
members of all kinds of different stages of development, national colorings, and with myriad 
of distinctive psychic (soul) individualities shall be revealed.

• This awareness and appreciation of the unique contributions of the soul genius qualities of 
each nation is a prerequisite for the goal of human unity. When the essence is recognized 
within individuals and nations only then can lasting solutions  be found to crucial 
challenges like global warming, fair distribution of funds and resources, and international 
peace. It´s also the needed platform for a development into possible future states of 
consciousness.

 Award and Reviews 
 “Publication of the Year Award 2014 for an Outstanding Achievement” from the German 
Transpersonal Society for “Soul of Nations. Healing and Evolution”, Wolfgang Aurose
Dr. Tom Steininger, editor of the German magazine "Evolve - Magazin for Consciousness and 
Culture", writes: “Wolfgang Aurose succeed with his book to reach a new, an integral view of world 
cultures. In doing so he creates important prerequisites for a global dialogue that does not avoid 
the inner dimensions of our cultures. 

Dr. Ingo Benjamin Jahrsetz, founder and honorary chairman of the Spiritual Emergence Network 
eV (SEN) says: “It is a wonderful and courageous book which reveals a profound awareness of 
aspects of both the inner soul missions and their inevitable emerging shadows in Germany, the 
USA and  in a number of other countries." 

Like many other readers the former President of the Swiss National Council Mr Ruedi 
Lustenberger is also a proponent of this new vision, which is integrating traditional and modern 



perspectives. One reader wrote to the author: "I have read this book with enthusiasm. It really 
touched me. Thank you for the incredible work that is expressed in this study! " 

Hans Jecklin, Swiss author of many books about Spirituality and Economics, summarized: "My 
participation in (Wolfgang and Soleil Aurose´s) Soul of Nations workshop in Switzerland was fruitful 
for me in many ways. I learned and understood how I am connected to the national collective 
shadow, and how my integration of this unconscious aspect is expanding my personal freedom and 
independence in surprising ways. I also see how the national shadows are often connected exactly 
with the special genius qualities of the nation - and these shadows block the full development of 
the nation's unique contributions for the world. Reading Soleil Aurose's "The Hladina Method" and 
Wolfgang Aurose´s "The Soul of Nations. Healing and Evolution" has significantly contributed to 
deepening and expanding the experiences of the workshop. I am deeply grateful for this 
enrichment!“

Additional content of the English version will include:
Current soul of nation processes
Arab Countries: Evolutionary revolutions
China: Dignity and indignity of modernity
Russia: Aspiring, through difficulties, for the transformed socialism
India: More than Hindu

Akbar's All-Indian Empire
Commemoration and invitation: How a Hindu-Muslim integration and reconcilation 
can bring an important step in overcoming global jihad terrorism

Colombia: A model for peace- talks
USA: Historical Native American cities

Native American´s influence on the US-Constitution

Model for Human Unity
The genius of nations in Auroville

Art
Courage in favor of the soul - literature and film, Gabriel Garcia Márquez

Integral Politicians 
Tibet: Dalai Lama
Germany: Willy Brandt´s soul gesture
South Africa: Nelson Mandela
UN: Dag Hammarskjöld, A mystic in  the UN
Czechia: Vaclav Havel

The United World Body and  Unity Consciousness

Pathways to donate
In the USA and Canada ( United States with tax exempt receipt)
Auroville International USA, https://aviusa.org/projects, 
Project: "The Soul of Nations - Workshops and Book Translation"
then: https://aviusa.org/donations.php

In Germany and Europe (in D with  tax exempt receipt)
Auroville International Germany e.V., http://www.auroville.de/index.php/uberuns/spenden
Purpose  : "Book Project Soul of Nations"  

Thank you very much!
All donors with a contribution of $100 or more

shall receive a complimentary gift of the English book.

https://aviusa.org/projects
https://aviusa.org/donations.php

